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TALKING POINT

FASHION FINDS

ITS CONSCIENCE
Responsible consumers look beyond fleeting trends for fabrics that are ethically-sourced
and sustainable, from brands that are working to benefit the community
Words by Hafsa Lodi

F

ast, fickle and trend-driven. That’s the nature of the
fashion industry. Plissé palazzo trousers and quilted
velvet bum bags may be ‘in’ right now, but will their
trend potential outlast another year? Probably not — and
when they’ve outlived their use, they’re discarded, as the once
‘it’ item becomes rubbish. “One of the biggest pollutants on
the planet is clothing — at the moment fashion is so cheap at
high street level that it has become disposable,” says Kris
Barber, founder of DGrade, a UAE-based company that
creates textiles from recycled plastics. According to the
World Resources Institute, in 2014 the average consumer
bought 60 per cent more clothing than they did back in 2000,
and kept each garment for half as long as they previously
would have. Today’s millennial generation is driven by instant
gratification, and the high street provides them with stylish
attire that’s both convenient and cheap. With fast fashion

becoming increasingly more accessible through outlets such
as e-commerce, it’s clear that consumerism is treading an
incredibly wasteful path.
While much of the fashion industry is causing harm to the
environment by way of toxic chemicals, pollution and textile
waste, a movement calling for more responsible fashion is
gaining momentum. At last month’s Cannes Film Festival,
for instance, while other actresses opted for brand-new
designer gowns, Cate Blanchett re-wore her black lace
Giorgio Armani Privé gown from 2014 and spoke publicly
about landfills being filled with discarded garments. Another
celebrity, Emma Watson, has even created an entire Instagram
account journaling her sustainable fashion and beauty looks
with detailed captions about the brands’ backgrounds, and
has helped promote awareness for the cause. Established
fashion houses are starting to collaborate with sustainable
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Paris Jackson, Stella McCartney, and Miley Cyrus at the MET Gala
in May, all wearing sustainable Stella McCartney gowns

start-up production companies, and new fashion and
accessories brands are entering the market with their
fingers on the pulse of trending silhouettes, ethical
approaches to executing their designs, and effective branding
strategies to appeal to responsible shoppers. This influx of
sustainable-shopping options, coupled with widespread
campaigns about the environmental dangers of fast fashion,
have inspired shoppers who once sought out trendy, seasonal
staples to now look at their spends with new eyes.
Consumers are developing a conscience, which is feeding the
drive for fashion labels to take an eco-friendlier approach
to their business models, from sourcing their textiles, to
producing their designs. The movement has reached the
shores of the Middle East, and brands in the region are
stepping up to the plate. Bahraini designer Hala Kaiksow
for instance, relies on using ethically-sourced, natural fibres in
her designs, which are crafted from raw linens, silks, cottons
and hemps, and are handwoven in Bahrain. Dubai-based
brand Fácil Blanco creates its garments from 100 per cent
linen, a textile that the label’s co-founder, Michael Woithe,
says is long-lasting, durable and eco-friendly. “We aim to
make pieces that consumers will keep in their wardrobes for
a lifetime — garments made of linen have a life expectancy
of over 20 years,” he says. The label’s timeless resort staples
like midi dresses, playsuits and kaftans are crafted from
all-white linens. Michael explains that linen is harvested from
the flax plant, which is technically a vegetable, and requires
less water than cotton does. “The Latin species name for the
flax plant, usitatissimum, means ‘most useful’,” he says. “This
means there is no waste, ensuring all of the resources used to
grow the crops are generating more for less.”
A number of new labels that have emerged in the market over
the past few years have consciously incorporated sustainability
into the DNA of their brands. Some, like Mongolian designer
Mandkhai Jargalsaikhan, work through production systems
that give them complete control over the supply chain. Her
luxury cashmere pieces sourced from free-roaming goats are
all produced within a factory she inherited from her parents,
and she personally oversees each step of the garment-making
process. Other labels are turning to technology to promote
transparency. Using blockchain technology, London-based
Czech designer Martina Spetlova equips each of her garments
with a scannable chip revealing its sourcing, textile and
production history.
Other brands are taking steps to manufacture their own
eco-friendly textiles. Luxury labels, especially those known
for their ultra-expensive handbags, are notorious propagators
of the exotic skins and leathers trades. But over the past
year, select international fashion brands have partnered with
businesses looking for alternative, forward-thinking ways
to source textiles, through methods that cause no harm to
animals. Last summer, Salvatore Ferragamo collaborated
with Orange Fiber, a company that uses the remnants of
citrus fruits after they’ve been squeezed for juice, to create
scarves that mimic the look and feel of silk. Stella McCartney,
a designer who has long been vocal about the need for more
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sustainable fashion, works with California-based company
Bolt Threads to use innovative, eco-friendly textiles. She
created a limited-edition gold dress made from spider-less
silk — silk that didn’t kill or harm any silkworms, and this
groundbreaking garment earned a space at the Museum
of Modern Art’s fashion exhibit last year. The two have also
produced a handbag made from mushroom leather, currently
on display at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
Many celebrities avidly endorse McCartney’s sustainable
fashion endeavours — in addition to the repeated Giorgio
Armani Privé dress she wore in Cannes last month, Cate
Blanchett was also seen sporting a pink suit by Stella. And,
at last month’s star-studded MET Gala, the designer dressed
both Paris Jackson and Miley Cyrus, the latter being a proud
vegan and vocal supporter of animal rights. Miley told actress
Liza Koshy in a red carpet interview during the event that
by wearing Stella she wanted to “bring a message which
is veganism and that there doesn’t have to be torture
in fabulous fashion.”
Here in the Middle East, homegrown initiatives have
begun equally commendable efforts to produce sustainable,
eco-friendly textiles. Before moving to Dubai, DGrade’s Kris
Barber developed recycled fabrics with the London College
of Fashion and set up the London Apparel Resource Centre
to help emerging designers reach London Fashion Week.
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Now, he creates recyclable polyester out of recycled plastic
bottles. “Basically, the plastic bottles are washed and shredded
into flakes,” Kris explains. “Once we have the flake, it goes
through lots of screening processes to make sure there are no
contaminants in them, which could be anything from chewing
gum, or date stones, which people in this region spit into their
bottles. Then the flake itself is heated, and then extruded
into a fibre. It’s a very soft fibre, 100 per cent recyclable PET
(Polyethylene Terephthalate). And then it’s spun into yarn
for 100 per cent recyclable polyester.” Kris creates T-shirts
and other apparel from the resulting textile and sells them to
wholesale retailers, and he also works with local designers.
For the past four years, DGrade has been working with
The Chalhoub Group to produce backpacks as part of the
company’s humanitarian drive to equip underprivileged
school children with educational materials. DGrade has also
just won the license for Dubai Expo 2020, and will be creating
all of its merchandise from recyclable PET.
While sustainable textiles are a great starting point, today’s
responsible shopper looks for more than just recyclable
fabrics. Mikele Ugarte, founder of High Tide Showroom,
a fashion and accessories wholesale and distribution company
based in the UAE, says that she looks at a brand’s entire
story before recruiting it. “When I look for brands I tend to
look at the whole picture, including elements where they
give back to the community in some way,” she explains. One
of her designers, Ken Samudio, a former marine biologist,
uses recycled sea glass and beads created from plastic water
bottles, to mimic the beauty of coral reefs native to shorelines
of the Philippines. His sustainable creations carry a sense
of irony as he uses the materials that pollute the oceans, to
portray the beauty of underwater life, in vibrant box-clutches
and earrings. “He’s also socially conscious with who he
employs — he has his own team of women who are all providing
for their families as their husbands are in the jail that he lives
next to,” adds Mikele. The showroom founder also represents
Aranaz, a handbag brand that combines resources like straw
and raffia with tropical embroidery. “They also use local
artisans from different villages in the Philippines, so giving
back to the community is part of their ethical make-up,” says
Mikele. From a sustainability standpoint, employing smaller
teams of handpicked craft-workers and tailors is highly
preferential to massive factories with sprawling workers,
who are underpaid and work under poor conditions. This past
April, Fashion Revolution Week took place, to commemorate
the anniversary of the tragic 2013 Rana Plaza factory collapse
in Bangladesh, which killed more than 1,000 garment factory
workers. Fashion brands worldwide, including Dubai-based
label Bedouin, joined the #WhoMadeMyClothes campaign,
to promote transparency and to shed light on the individuals
who actually make their garments.
Women in refugee camps in Jordan, who are taught
embroidery skills and are paid for their work, are part of
the DNA of Dubai-based brand Palestyle, which specialises
in handbags that feature gold-plated Arabic calligraphy and
traditional Palestinian embroidery techniques. “Our mission

is empowering refugee women with embroidery jobs, and their
communities with social development projects. We outsource
the embroidery on our handbags to the refugee women — they
accept to work from their houses at their own time and pace,
and they negotiate the prices too,” says Palestyle founder
Zeina Abou Chaaban, who defines her brand as a “social
business,” not a charity. “A percentage of sales from every
design goes to social development projects that we run along
with local organisations on the ground.” So far, the brand has
employed 100 different women with embroidery tasks and
has undertaken community projects like building a caravan
library for children living in Jordan’s Al Mafraq refugee camp.
Palestyle handbags have been sold in Bloomingdale’s stores
in the Middle East, Aranaz is available on top fashion
e-commerce sites like Shopbop and The Modist, and Ken
Samudio is stocked at Luisa Via Roma. Mikele points out
that these socially-responsible labels hold their own in the
luxury market. “Fashion has evolved so much where even if
it’s recycled, or goes to charity, or is handmade by villagers,
the product’s quality and finishing is all comparable to any
other luxury brand,” she says.
Though previous hindrances to sustainable fashion sales
included the crafty connotations they may have held, Mikele
says that regardless of the charitable or socially-conscious
element behind these brands, they’re bought for their
aesthetic and appeal. “It’s fashion-first. Before, when you
thought of ethical fashion or handmade accessories, you
thought of things like rubber car tires that looked like car
tires. But nowadays with the concept of handmade or recycled,
it doesn’t have to look super ethnic in its design — it can be
luxury.” Another deterrence, points out Kris, is the fact that
sustainable textiles are in fact more costly than mainstream
fabrics. He explains that the prices for the recyclable PET
he produces at DGrade are about 20 per cent higher than
prices for conventional, polyester-blended materials. “People
equate recycling to something that is used, and so they think
it should be cheaper than conventional fabrics because in
theory it’s been used,” he says. “But it has taken a long time
to get our extrusion processes right and we’re spending a lot
of money in developing this with European manufacturers,
with bespoke machinery, made specifically for us.”
With higher sourcing and production costs for sustainable
garments, it’s no wonder that fast fashion continues to
thrive. Still, retailers are catching onto the importance of
sustainability, with brands like H&M rolling out a dedicated
Conscious Collection in its stores. But while ethical
wardrobes may be in vogue, the movement will only be
cemented once sustainable fashion is truly mainstream, not
just a token addition in a store, or environmentally-friendly
tick-in-the-box for a brand. At the root of sustainable shopping,
according to Mikele, is the psychology of the spend, and that
is what ultimately will win over consumers to the side of
environmentally-aware, socially-conscious consumerism.
“I just think it’s feel-good buying,” she says. “Personally, I feel
much better purchasing something that has some positive
effect, whether it’s on the environment, or on a community.”
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